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HELP NEEDED
TO SAVE BELLS AT UM

MISSOULA, Mont.--.
Help is needed to save the memorial carillon bells on the University of Montana campus.
The ravishes of weather and use have so worn down the ringing mechanism of the 47 bronze
bells that, unless financial aid is obtained, they soon may be in danger of being completely
silenced, according to Tom Collins, director of the University of Montana Foundation.
If so, Montana may be deprived of one of the most unique sounds in the Northwest--the
clear, singing tones of old-world bells which were dedicated to the memory of former students
who died in the service of their country.
The elaborate carillon, Mr. Collins reported, was the generous gift of alumni, student
and commercial organizations and many individuals through the UM Foundation; however no
financial consideration was given to the installation’s upkeep and repair and at present the
funds to renovate the carillon's ringing mechanism are simply non-existent.
And, at this point, complete renovation is what is needed, according to Mr. Laurence
B. Perry, chairman of the UM department of music and chief campus carilloneur.
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This particular firm (Van Bergen Bell Foundry of Heiligerlee/Netherlands) produces
some of the finest bells in the world," Mr. Perry said, "but over the past 15 years the
mechanism which operates them has just worn out.
It is no longer possible or practical to keep putting in sections or pieces," he
continued.

"The ringing mechanism (a simple lever action working on wires running from the

clavier to the bells to mechanically operate the clapper and produce the sound) needs a
complete rebuilding."
more
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Not only use but weather have worked to deteriorate the mechanism, Mr. Perry said', since
the bells hang outdoors and the metal, wires and springs are exposed.

Also, he added, since

the bells remain stationary the clappers have been pounding on only one area all these years
and the bells, he said,"should be turned so they won't wear out."
The only man who can do all the specialized work required, the musicologist said,
is Emil Vendette of Ottawa, Canada.

"He's the only really qualified mechanic for this kind

of work in the Western hemisphere," the professor added.
Mr. Vendette, by letter to Mr. Collins, has estimated that the rebuilding of the
carillon would cost approximately $5,000 to $5,500.
His work would include installing stainless steel wires, springs and metal.

"Hopefully,'

Mr. Perry said, "this reconstruction will last 35 years rather than just 15."
Also included in Mr. Vendette's estimate is silencing and adjusting the clavier key
board; installing additional wire guides; installing counterbalance weights or springs;
replacing some tumbling bars and arms; cleaning the clappers; rounding the flattened clappers,
plus complete cleaning, lubrication, regulating and painting of the installation.
The carillon, located in the tower of University Hall, weighs 12 tons and the 47 tuned
bells are made of pure bronze.

Each bell strikes a chord of six notes, including octaves and

overtones, and each is tuned to the other bells.
The large installation was formally dedicated on Oct. 18, 1953.

Internationally famous

carilloneur Dr. Kamiel Lefevere, native of Mechlin, Belgium, performed the dedicatory concert
for the program participants congregated in the campus oval.
The bells, clavier and practice clavier were all dedicated as memorials by individuals
and groups through the Foundation.

Each bears an inscription of its dedication and there

are accompanying memorial plaques hung on the walls of the entrance way to University Hall.
Mr. Collins is appealing now to members of the UM Foundation, alumni and friends of
the University for help in procuring funds for the expensive renovation of the carillon.
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